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"What It's Like to Be
a Woman at PC"
College Earns Title for Second Consecutive Year

PC Named Top Fulbright Producer
by Nicole Silverio ’22
News Staff

PC GRADUATES
This year marks the second time, and the
second year in a row, that Providence College
was named a top producer of Fulbright students
by The Chronicle of Higher Education. Four
students—Dylan Black ’20, Nicole Gottlieb ’20,
Krista Minniti ’20, and Jack Murphy ’20—were
awarded a Fulbright Teaching Assistantship for
2020-21.
The Fulbright Program is an international
program that awards recently graduated students
with the opportunity to travel abroad to study,
teach, or conduct research. More than 2,200 U.S.
students receive Fulbright awards every year.

The Center for Engaged Learning is in charge of
applications to the Fulbright program at PC.
All four PC students were awarded English
Teaching Assistantships through the Fulbright
Program. Black, a mathematics major and
economics minor, will teach in the Czech Republic
in August 2021. Gottlieb, an elementary and
special education major, was awarded a Fulbright
to teach in Indonesia but instead chose to teach
in Uganda. Murphy, a Spanish and social work
double major, was awarded a Fulbright to teach
in Paraguay and arrived there in January. Minniti,
a political science and Spanish double major, was
awarded a Fulbright to teach in Madrid, Spain,
where she is currently teaching. Not only is she
teaching abroad, but Minniti is also pursuing a
degree from the University of Connecticut School
of Law.
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From left to right: Dylan Black '20 (mathematics and economics), Jack Murphy '20 (Spanish
and social work), Krista Minniti '20 (political science and Spanish), Nicole Gottlieb '20 (elementary and special education).

Above and Beyond: Friars Make Playoff Run
Women's Hockey Excels in Tumultuous Season
what PC wanted, especially
after the team’s early exit from
the Hockey East Tournament.
WOMEN'S HOCKEY
However, despite the team’s
strange offseason, they made
the most of it and focused on
The 2020-2021 season has been
controlling what they could.
one to remember for head coach
Their hard work has produced
Matt Kelly and the Providence
great results thus far in the
College Women’s Ice Hockey
2020-2021 season.
Team. After the team’s 2019-2020
Despite the different feel of
this season, Kelly approached
the year with the same game
plan as always. When asked
about his approach, Kelly
responded, “When it comes
down to just the game and our
game plan, it was the same
mentality going into it. It’s ‘win
as many games as you can, win
the league, get to the NCAA
tournament, and compete for a
national championship.’”
He continued, “Those are
our goals every year and that’s
our vision every year and
we don’t waver from that.”
Kelly has also ensured that his
players and staff stay healthy,
reiterating that everyone’s
health during the pandemic is
PHOTO COURTESY OF RYAN FEENEY
the top priority.
Despite a delayed start to the season, the Friars still managed to find success, ranking
Women's
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No. 10 in the country with a regular season record of 10-6-1.
by Scott Jarosz ’21
Sports Staff

campaign came to a close with
a loss to the University of New
Hampshire in the Hockey East
Quarterfinals, both Kelly and his
team were itching to get back on
the ice to prepare for this season.
Unfortunately, due to the
impact of COVID-19, the team’s
return to the ice was delayed.
The delay was certainly not
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PC Kicks off Women's Week
With Student Panel
by Nicole Patano ’22
Asst. Head Copy Editor

CAMPUS
Imagine reporting a sexual assault to a public
safety officer and having them tell your parents,
“Well, she was drinking, so of course it would
happen.” Imagine being picked up and pressed into
a wall and having a fellow student jokingly yell, “Get
a room!” Imagine being touched by a professor and
then having to ask yourself if it was inappropriate
or normal.
Unfortunately, for many college-aged women
across the country and on Providence College’s
campus, these are disturbingly common realities.
In fact, these are just three of several experiences
shared by female students at PC on Monday, March
1 during a student panel which kicked off the PC
Democrats’ celebration of Women’s Week.
Hosted by PC Democrats and co-sponsored by
the Board of Multicultural Student Affairs, Women
Will, Women Empowered, and SHEPARD, the
student panel focused on perspectives on being a
woman and doing gender at PC. The panel included
seven female students who shared their experiences
as women at the College, as well as their suggestions
for how PC can counter these experiences.
Shannon Sullivan ’21, external co-president of
PC Democrats, began the conversation by asking
the panel to explain how they see or experience
gender inequality on campus. Kayla Luyo ’22, who
represented SHEPARD, responded with a personal
story about her experience transitioning from an
accepting hometown to the College as a lesbian. “I
was never closeted. I never had to hide who I was.
I had to go through the process of closeting myself
while being at PC, and that was very traumatic,”
Luyo stated.
Other panelists commented on the difficulty
of navigating PC’s campus as a woman. President
of Women Empowered, Talysha Rivera ’21, said,
“Being a woman, I am very aware of my body and
my space.” As many of the panelists emphasized,
this is typically a unique experience for women on
campus. Rivera explained that this is because “men
tend to dominate more spaces and feel comfortable
in doing so because they never had to think about
their body as an object.”
Kara Berlin-Gallo ’21 and Tess Jacobson ’22,
representing PC Democrats and Women Will,
respectively, spoke on the particular issue of victimblaming on PC’s campus. Berlin-Gallo stressed that
all of the responsibility is on women when it should
be on men: “Why do girls always have to protect
each other and look out for each other…? Why can’t
we hold men accountable and teach them not to
look at women as sexual objects?” This was a theme
panelists and attendees returned to throughout the
event.
Women's Week/Page 4
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Walking Women Home
Don’t Just Offer It. Do It.

by Madeline Morkin ’22
Asst. Opinion Editor
CAMPUS
When it comes to safety and
security, it is not easy to be a
woman. An unfortunate reality for
women everywhere, and at any age,
is the need to prepare for the worst
possible situations when leaving
for a night out with friends, taking

an Uber alone, or walking home at
night.
Whether it be developing a
special code word with female
friends strictly to be used when help
is needed, carrying pepper spray
on their person, or having certain
safety phone numbers pre-dialed
and memorized, women and society
have gotten too comfortable with
being uncomfortable.
While many men are not the
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Male students at PC tend to walk female students home their freshman year, but
unfortunately that trend tends to disappear after that point. Walking women back to
their dorms should be considered essential all four years of college.

problem themselves, they also are
not working hard enough to be part
of the solution of making women
feel safer.
Men do not necessarily care to
understand all the precautions that
women are forced to take because
they, themselves, do not have to
consider many of the safety risks
women do.
There is one simple fix to
improving the situation of women’s
safety, and it can be done on campus,
at home, or relatively anywhere:
walk women home with no other
intention but to make sure that they
get there safely.
From discussing this issue
with female students, it seems
overwhelmingly the case that male
students walk their female friends
home freshman year of college far
more often than they do sophomore,
junior, and senior year.
A r c e l i a Peña-Bobadilla ’22 says,
“I don’t remember a single night
freshman year when I had to walk
home alone. Someone always offered.
That really doesn’t happen anymore
though.”
There is no rational reason as to
why male students might stop the
trend of walking their female friends
home after a night out, a study date
in the library, a shared Uber ride
together, or any other situation, but
it seems to be largely the case in
Providence College campus life.
No matter how old women get,
how independent and strong they
may be, or how much they want to
not need protection, they do.
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In 2018, Guzman Hall, a male
freshman dorm on campus, crafted
a list of dorm rules. Amongst rules
regarding the general cleanliness
and expectations of the males who
lived in the dorm, one read, “Walk
female guests home.”
In response to this rule, a
lighthearted phrase began being
tossed around amongst these
Guzman residents: “Guz guys walk
girls home.” While this phrase was
true at the time, it did not remain
true for many of them after they left
Guzman Hall in the summer of 2019.
Another issue with the infrequency
of female students being walked
home is that, more often than not, a
walk home is offered rather than just
done.
Oftentimes, women do not want
to ask for help or accept such an offer
because it seems to inconvenience
the male who offered. Because
women like to be self-sufficient, they
might decline a walk home offer
with, “It’s okay.”
Unfortunately, it is okay until it’s
not, and it only takes one traumatic
night or situation to fuel a lifetime of
anxiety and overcautiousness.
For this reason, do not ask a
woman if she wants to be walked
home, simply do it. While doing it,
intentionally treat her respectfully
as if she is a close friend or a sister.
At this point, it is not a matter
of chivalry but a matter of safety.
Ultimately, campus culture is at
stake when safety is not prioritized
and students do not look out for
each other. Boys, walk girls home.

I Will Defend Myself

The Importance of Learning Self-Defense as a Woman
by Emily Ball ’22
Opinion Writer
SOCIETY
If you ask any woman if she feels comfortable
walking alone at night, the chances are high that
she will say no, that she is not comfortable. Most
women carry pepper spray, a whistle, or various
other self-defense tools with them in case they
find themselves in danger.
The thought of who could be lurking in the
dark, even when there may be nobody there,
is a constant concern in the minds of women.
This is the reality of our society, and all we can
do individually is to work within the confines
of that reality by doing things like taking selfdefense classes.
Before attending college, I signed up for a
self-defense class through my town that taught
young women defensive moves and things to say
when somebody tries to attack you.
I stood there practicing the punches and kicks
that the police officers were teaching us, thinking
how ridiculous this is that, as a woman, I feel like
I have to do this in order to feel more prepared
for college. But, this is a necessary precaution
that all women, no matter what age, ought to
take.
Although it really does feel like eliminating the
naivety of young women, young adults should be
made aware of techniques and strategies that can
protect them from potential harm. It is better to
be aware than to be naïve, especially as a woman

in the 21st century. Self-defense strategies are
important to know, especially as a young woman.
Abigail Pruchnicki ’22 said on the matter, “I
was invited to a sleepover with my soccer team.
We were about 12 at the time and the girl-whohosted’s mom had her self-defense instructor
come in and give us a lesson. I didn’t understand
it fully at the time but since I have found out
that the mother was a model and was sexually
assaulted in an elevator, I now appreciate her
efforts in preparing us young girls to protect
ourselves and be aware of danger.”
It’s all about prevention—preventing these
situations from happening. By preparing
physically, young women are also preparing
mentally to be aware of their surroundings.
“It’s obviously disheartening that at 12 years
old we had to learn that we might be seen as
objects that others could take advantage of.
Also, we learned that as girls and, soon, women,
we had to always have a sense of alertness and
awareness when we entered the social world,”
Pruchnicki said.
Women don’t have to sign up for an actual
self-defense class to learn these strategies and
techniques, as there are plenty of other alternative
options available.
YouTube offers free videos that demonstrate
simple moves through basic classes. Also, some
fitness studios that offer kickboxing classes also
offer self-defense moves and strategies to their
athletes.
“Kickboxing is not only a great workout but
also incorporates defensive moves into the
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Self defense classes have become a critical aspect of
young women’s preperations for attending colleges and
universities.

combinations. A few of my favorites besides the
usual jab and cross is the bob and weave, perry,
and shield, which are all great moves to know as
a girl. I think it is great that I can work out but
also learn ways to defend myself if I ever need
to,” Julia Wilson ’22 said.
No matter how you choose to do it, all women
should learn self-defense moves in order to learn
how to protect themselves.
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OPINION

Adding Science to Sex

Why Porn Is Not a Prerequisite for Female Empowerment
by Nicole Patano ’22
Opinion Guest Writer

are dissociated. In layman’s terms, a woman
will feel physically aroused even if she is not
psychologically aroused. This explains why
SOCIETY
women may have an orgasm while experiencing
or watching unwanted or coercive sex.
Consent in pornography is a gray area; it is
As the pornography industry grows into a
nearly $100 billion worldwide business, the almost impossible to know if the actors in a porn
consumption of pornographic material has video have consented and are willing participants.
become a dangerously common societal indicator Porn sites feature fantasies and fetishes which
of whether or not a person is in touch with their are murky at best when it comes to consent.
sexuality. In some feminist circles, pornography Women watching porn to learn more about their
can be employed as a tool of female sexual fantasies and sexual desires may find themselves
empowerment, for both women participating simultaneously aroused and disgusted by videos
in and viewing porn videos. For these women, depicting violent or aggressive behavior towards
openness about their porn consumption is the female actor. Even worse, the ubiquity of
empowering, as women are often excluded from these kinds of dubious videos can trick viewers
conversations about pornography. However, into thinking that violent behavior is normal in
pornography is not a prerequisite to feeling sexual relationships.
The current state of the pornography
empowered; women do not have to watch or
industry is more harmful to women than it is
enjoy porn to be empowered individuals.
There are a number of reasons why women empowering. Not only that, there are biological
watch porn, including to act out fantasies, for and psychological reasons why women do
sexual gratification, and for learning how to not enjoy porn as much as men do, if at all. So,
give and achieve pleasure. For some women, women who do not watch porn, or perhaps watch
the experience can be empowering. Yet, while porn but feel guilty or troubled by it, should not
be made to feel like outcasts for
porn can promote positive depictions of female
their feelings and decisions.
sexuality, qualitative research on women’s feelings
Not enjoying pornography is
towards pornography has found that most
completely normal, valid, and,
women feel conflicted about their relationship
frankly, natural for women.
with pornography. For example, in one study, a
In fact, all women are likely
woman remarked, “I feel angry and demeaned
to experience some level of
by the whole, you know, experience of seeing
discomfort, however minor,
pornography, and yet also being aroused by
with pornography because of
it.” Other women in the study also admitted to
the disocciation between our
feeling guilty while watching porn.
bodies and minds when it
This phenomenon results
comes to arousal.
from what scientists call the
Women who are aware of
mind-body gap. According
the dark side of pornography,
to this theory, the conscious
whether
consciously
or
arousal of the mind and
subconsciously, know that
the
unconscious
arousal
PHOTO COURTESY OF FREEPIK
porn videos may include nonof the body in women

consensual acts. Without knowing for certain if
the actors are engaging in a consensual sexual act,
the woman will feel guilty while watching, even
if, and often because, her body is aroused.
While the recent introduction of ethical porn to
the industry has sought to ameliorate this aspect
of pornography, it has only created two more
problems. The first is that “ethical porn” has
become somewhat of a buzzword in the industry,
so that even porn videos which are not produced
with the performer ’s pleasure and boundaries in
mind are being branded and marketed as ethical
porn by production studios. The second problem
is that adding “ethical” to the word “porn”
suggests that erotic content that is not ethical is
still porn. Daya Dare, a sex-positive writer and
educator, explains, “In reality, X-rated content
t h a t isn’t ethical isn’t porn. It’s abuse.”
Additionally, the mind-body gap theory posits
that women require a psychological stimulus
in addition to a physical stimulus to truly feel
at one with their sexual bodies. This is because
women, specifically heterosexual women, have to
consider the long-term consequences of their reallife sexual encounters—for example, pregnancy
and raising a child. Sex with the wrong person
can result in single motherhood or an abusive
spouse. Thus, just like in her real life, a woman is
more likely to become aroused when she knows
and is attracted to the person’s nature than when
she is only physically attracted to them.
Although pornography can feel empowering to
some women and there have been improvements
in the industry—namely the creation of feminist
and ethical porn—women who do not watch
pornography have legitimate reasons for not
doing so. Women do not have to watch or enjoy
pornography to feel sexually empowered, or to be
respected as a sexual being. Regardless of whether
a woman enjoys, dislikes, avoids, watches, reads,
writes, produces, or acts in porn, she deserves
respect.

Evening the Playing Field

How Supporting Women’s Hobbies Could Impact Their Futures
by Julia McCoy ’22
Asst. Opinion Editor
SOCIETY
Do young women have hobbies?
It seems like a simple answer would
come from this question. Yes, of course
they have hobbies, how else would they
express their interests? And yet, the
issue of women’s hobbies and interests
is a legitimate debate across social
media platforms like TikTok.
According to one TikTok account,
@nofocksgivenpodcast, it is “rare” for
young women to have hobbies in the
same ways that boys do. The podcast
hosts argue that there are no hobbies
that bring young women together the
same way that some hobbies bring boys
together. While this is clearly untrue
—and rejected by several women—it
does raise an interesting question: why
are womens’ hobbies and interests not
taken as seriously as boy’s?
One issue that causes this is that
sometimes, women’s hobbies can be
seen as attention-seeking. If a woman
likes sports or video games, she is
suddenly expected to know everything
about that particular thing. If she
doesn’t, then it is assumed that she
doesn’t genuinely have an interest, but
is just doing it to get the attention of the
men around her.
When asked about this, Abigail
Pruchnicki ’22 said, “When I throw a
football with my friend on campus,
I worry that people will see me and
think ‘she’s just doing that to impress
guys.” This is a common thought both
on Providence College’s campus and in
other aspects of female lives. Women

oftentimes feel like they’re incapable
of being able to freely express their
interests without people suspecting
them of having ulterior motives.
On the other hand, there are interests
that are deemed “too feminine,”
including makeup or clothing. Women
are allowed to have these interests, so
to speak, but they are not considered
as intellectual or interesting as men’s
interests.
If a woman has a hobby like makeup,
she may be seen as vain or girly. So,
although she may not be judged for
pretending to like something, she may
also be judged because the thing she
does like is considered superficial.
By making interests “masculine”

or “feminine,” a precedent is set that
excludes people from exhibiting what
they are passionate about. If a young
woman is forced to suppress her
interests from an early age, she might
lose confidence in other aspects of her
life.
Another issue to consider: how is
music “girly”? How is a TV show or
movie deemed “for girls”? When a
large group of women tend to find
interest in one artist or show, it is often
deemed not as serious as its fellows.
This is especially true in the case of boy
bands, or teen pop music in general. It
seems that just because the majority of
an artist’s fanbase is female, they do not
deserve the same critical respect as other

Taylor Swift’s music is frequently criticized for appealing only to fanbases of young
women and to therefore be lacking in its legitimacy. Pictured here are young fans at one
of her concerts.
PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR

artists.
Some artists, like Harry Styles or
Taylor Swift, have faced this backlash
for many years. Oftentimes, their music
is brushed aside as appealing to the
masses or only for fangirls. In reality, the
two artists—and several of their peers
with the same issues—have critically
acclaimed work.
When asked in Rolling Stone
about the issue of being able to prove
his credibility due to the large mass
of female fans that he has, Styles
responded, “Who’s to say that young
girls who like pop music—short for
popular, right?—have worse musical
taste than a 30-year-old hipster guy?”
Essentially, why are the interests of
young women brushed off as irrelevant
fanfare?
He continued, “How can you say
young girls don’t get it? They’re our
future…they kind of keep the world
going.” Thinking of the gravity of this,
it can be argued that suppressing the
interests of women from an early age
may contribute to them becoming less
confident in their future pursuits.
Young women are entering into
higher education and the workforce
at increasing rates. It is incredibly
important to make sure that these
women are uplifted, rather than put
down, from a young age. If their
interests are taken seriously and they
are able to pursue any hobby they want,
they will be more likely to aspire to
better things in their careers.
Additionally, if the playing field
is evened between women and men
relating to their interests from a young
age, they will be equally likely to pursue
their interests in an uninhibited way.
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OPINION

by Andrea Traietti ’21
Editor-in-Chief
EDITOR’S COLUMN
When Providence College first opened
its doors in 1917, it would be another 54
years before women would finally walk
through them as enrolled students.
In the 50 years since 1971, when
the first class of women began their
PC careers, much has changed. Today,

at a 54:46 ratio, there are more female
students at PC than male, and they
contribute to our campus community in
important ways—from the perspectives
they provide in the classroom, to their
athletic achievements, to their leadership
of clubs and organizations.
Last year, four of the largest clubs on
campus—Campus Ministry, Board of
Programmers, Student Congress, and the
Board of Multicultural Student Affairs—
were all led by female presidents.
Representation has improved outside of
the student body, as well. This year, for
example, Ann Manchester-Molak ’75 (a
member of the College’s first four-year
graduating class to include women)
became the first woman to serve as PC’s
executive vice president, the secondhighest administrative position at the
College.
Forward strides in recent years,
however, do not mean that our work is
done. When it comes to issues like sexual
assault and women’s representation,
whether on faculty, in administration,
or amongst student body leaders, there
continues to be room for improvement
on our campus, as on campuses across
the country. Covered in both News and

TAN GENTS
Birth Control: Not Just for Pregnancy

Opinion in this issue of The Cowl, PC’s
celebration of Women’s Week—with
events hosted and co-sponsored by
groups from across campus—presents
an important opportunity for us to learn
about women’s issues and to chart a plan
for further improvement.
At the same time, this week’s events
should also serve as a testament to just
how far the College has come in its 100year history—and to the strength and
character of the many women here at PC
who led that change.
In a Cowl article on initial reactions
to co-education at the College from Sept.
15, 1971, one female student responded,
“I thought I might be made to feel like
a showpiece but this hasn’t happened.
I wanted to be accepted as a fellow
classmate, not as someone special only
because I am a girl.”
So, as we continue the work to
make PC a more accepting, equal, and
inclusive place, we should reflect on
the strides made thus far, and celebrate
the contributions of countless female
Friars who, even by quietly striving for
acceptance, bravely carved out a place for
women on campus and paved the way
for future generations in the process.

& TIRADES
Group Fitness Is Far From Just a “Girl’s

Prevention

Thing” Everywhere Else but Here

The creation of birth control as a contraceptive aimed
towards the safety and protection of women astounded many
when it was first introduced. Despite the fact that birth control
safely prevents pregnancy and has many medical uses outside
of pregnancy prevention, social acceptance of birth control is
still lagging.
When taken, birth control creates the illusion within the
body that it is carrying a child, which then allows for the
body to stop the usual menstrual cycle. This has the ability to
slow down the aging process and loss of eggs for the woman,
along with other health concerns. It is also commonly taken
to prevent acne and the pain and other side effects of the
menstrual cycle.
Another health concern that birth control helps to prevent
is adenomyosis, separate from its cousin endometriosis.
Adenomyosis concerns the growth of uterine cells into the
uterine wall, which can cause intense pain and even prevent
pregnancy for women if gone untreated.
Since birth control stops a woman’s usual menstrual
cycle, it prevents the growth of cells until the time of desired
pregnancy, allowing the woman to stop any unwanted
damage to her uterus, and can protect some women from
experiencing acute pain throughout their lives.
Birth control continues to expand its possibilities of helping
women of all ages and health. Unfortunately, without the
continued support and acceptance of birth control from
society, women who use contraceptives of all kinds will
continue to experience discrimination and prejudice, making
it difficult for women to appreciate all that birth control has to
offer. It is time to support birth control for its many different
medical uses aside from preventing pregnancy, and all the
women who use contraceptives.
—Erin Garvey ’22

It is a common misconception that group fitness
classes, particularly those taught at Providence College,
are solely for women and include “womanly exercises”—
all negative connotations included. Obviously, everyone
has their preferences when working out, which is
completely respectable, but many men do not want to
attend a group fitness class because it is “for girls,” “too
easy,” or they would be embarrassed.
This is entirely false. Every class taught at PC,
including various high-intensity interval training, yoga,
spin, and body pump classes are meant for everyone at
every fitness level. All of these classes taught in regular
studios and gyms outside of the College are populated
by people of all genders.
In fact, many professional athletes of all genders take
these types of classes to challenge themselves, work out,
and stretch. They are no easy tasks and are trusted at a
high level of performance in organizations such as the
NBA and NFL.
Aside from the misconception of their difficulty level,
group fitness classes also hold many benefits. They build
community, push students to do their best, add routine
to daily life, and provide some of the best full-body
workouts.
It is incredibly important that our fitness community
at PC begins to recognize that fitness is all-inclusive. No
matter what one does at the gym and no matter what
class one attends, they are humans exercising! They are
working hard on their mental and physical health. It is
important we respect that and not judge anyone on their
unique fitness journey.
—Olivia Bretzman ’22

PC Po s

Last week’s results are in...

After our nation achieves herd immunity and we begin to transition back towards normalcy,
should PC continue to offer a fully-remote option to its students?

Yes: 55%
No: 45%
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Friar Scramble

BGI ENB_______________________ DARAHVR URSEAQ____________
WIETH UEHOS__________________ SERAASC ALACPE_____________
LAMP HBACE__________________ ATRIRVAELMAILG____________
AILBOGEL_____________________ NEIPOXH_____________________
ANSWERS: BIG BEN, WHITE HOUSE, PALM BEACH, BELLAGIO, HARVARD SQUARE, CAESARS PALACE, MARGARITAVILLE, PHOENIX
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When you were younger, what did you want
to be when you grew up?

“A scientist.”
Katelyn Hino ‘21

“A teacher.”
Caroline O’Connor ’22

“Thomas the Tank Engine.”
Jack MacKeen ’21

“A cartoonist.”
Myles Forgue ’24

“A nurse.”
Annie Paulison ’21

“A firefighter.”
Abbey Lawe ’24

“A yodeling artist.”
- Mason Ramsey

PHOTO COURTESY OF Tiger Beat
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Local Look: The Music Scene in Warwick, RI
Young Artists Display Remarkable Grit and Talent
by Jack Downey ’23
A&E Staff
LOCAL MUSIC

Ever since I started attending Providence
College back in 2019, and even before then, I have
made it my mission to acquaint myself with as
many local scenes in the state of Rhode Island as
possible. Throughout my time at the College last
year, I met various bands, most of them situated
in either Providence or the area surrounding
the University of Rhode Island. However, I
came across a scene over this past summer that
immediately gripped me: that of Warwick, RI.
What grabbed my attention most about
Warwick was the pure, unadulterated creative
energy that permeated every corner of the scene.
Even if the sounds of some of the bands are not the
most original, the energy and passion behind the
music makes up for this deficit, and then some.
PHOTO COURTESY OF JAMSTAGE.NET
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The Dirty Mushrooms practicing in Warwick. From left: Omega (bass and vocals), Viizzy (drums), and Emmett Clarendon (guitar).

Jam Stage provides a place for budding local bands to
rehearse and play. It is located in Pawtucket, RI.

Warwick is a scene dominated by ideas. This is not
a group of bands that plays a few shows and wait
for greatness to be handed to them; these bands claw
and fight with every song they release and show
they play, depending on COVID-19 restrictions.
Some bands fall along the way. In the six
months that I have been following this scene, I
have seen a shocking number of bands come and

go. However, when this happens, the members
of these bands get up, dust themselves off, and
then form new bands. It is quite phenomenal and
inspiring to witness the tenacity of these musicians.
Two of the most exciting bands in this
scene are The Dream Thieves and The Dirty
Mushrooms. The Dream Thieves, formerly
known as Vertigo, are what can be described
as a heavy alternative rock band, though that
is hardly a sufficient description. This band
incorporates elements of grunge, shoegaze,
metal, and indie rock, among other genres, into
a heady and hypnotising brew of loud sounds.
As Vertigo, the band experienced several
lineup shifts, leaving guitarist and singer J Tack
as the only remaining original member. However,
this fallout has not even come close to stopping
him: Tack has continued to develop and enhance
the band’s sound. Utilizing a dizzying array of
effects that are swamped in fuzz, Tack’s guitar

JACK DOWNEY ’23 / THE COWL

The Dream Thieves (then known as Vertigo) performing at a livestream event at JamStage in Pawtucket. From left: Meg Pereira
(bass) and J Tack (guitar and vocals).

is like a fighter jet, gliding through the air while
unleashing a torrent of fire on the listener in what
is a thoroughly thrilling experience. His vocals cut
and burn through this wall of noise as he screams
and croons with raw passion. Bass player Meg
Pereira adds to this wall by delivering pummeling
bass riffs that are also incredibly versatile and
melodic. Also, the drummer—who may or may
not be me—is pretty decent if I do say so myself.
The Dirty Mushrooms are a band that has
converted everyone who has come into contact
with them into a disciple of their music. The
core duo behind this band are none other than
OmegaKami and Viizzy, two of the rappers from
Nycto Mafia, as mentioned in The Cowl’s article
titled “A Look at Providence’s Underground
Rap Scene” from the Feb. 25 issue. In this band,
Omega plays bass and sings while Viizzy plays
drums. Emmett Clarendon, guitarist and allaround musical master, is also in the band.
Dubbed by the members as “experimental
hardcore,” the sound that comes from this band
is unlike anything I have ever heard. Omega
punishes his bass, which is normally missing
strings, while screaming at the top of his
lungs. Viizzy’s drumming is beyond talented,
combining the straightforward furiosity of
hardcore punk with subtle touches that put
him in a drumming league of his own. On top
of all of this, Claredon’s guitar spices up the
music by providing extra melody to flesh out the
rhythm made by the roaring bass. Whether the
songs are brooding and gloomy, or animalistic
and rage-filled, The Dirty Mushrooms are one
of the most intriguing and exciting bands in the
state. Their demo EPs can be found on YouTube.
Outside of these two bands, other amazing
bands and musicians are quickly building a
name for themselves. There is The Joy Bombs, a
metal band that is quickly gaining a following;
Trve G0th, a musician who dabbles in everything
from post punk to beats to folk punk; The Sanita
Experiment, which combines gothic textures with
metal’s power; and a currently unnamed riot
grrrl band, which promises to be really exciting.
“Exciting” is truly the word to describe the
Warwick scene: the creativity and originality in
the scene sets it apart from many others, and for
that reason, it is worth all the attention it gets.
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Lost to Dance: Daft Punk Announce End of Career
by Dan O’Neill ‘21
A&E Staff
MUSIC

PHOTO COURTESY OF LIFESTYLE ASIA

On Monday, Feb. 22, Daft Punk
posted a video to their YouTube
channel titled, “Epilogue.” This
video marked the end of a lucrative
and impressive career in the music
industry that spanned three decades.
The split comes after both members,
Guy-Manuel de Homem-Christo and
Thomas Bangalter, grew tired of their
careers in music, although there is no
specific reason for the split. The two
musicians can now look back and
enjoy a remarkable and influential
career that affected millions of fans
around the world for the better.
The electronic dance duo is best

known for wearing robot helmets in
public as well as during performances.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the
pair became popular for bringing the
European electronic music scene onto
the charts. Songs like “Da Funk” and
“One More Time” were all huge hits
during their early years. Daft Punk
quickly started to catch the attention of
other artists as well, making their name
well known in the music business.
One hit single, “Harder, Better,
Faster, Stronger,” became so popular
that rapper Kanye West sampled
the song’s chorus in his hit song,
“Stronger.” West’s song ended up
giving him his third No. 1 hit single.
The group would later produce a
few of Kanye West’s songs, including
“Black Skinhead.” Daft Punk’s
influence and hard work over the
first half of their career even got them
the job as the primary songwriters
for the sci-fi film Tron: Legacy.
Many artists who reach the heights
that Daft Punk had reached about midway into their career would consider
themselves successful. The duo gained
popularity once again in 2014, however,
with the release of their album Random
Access Memories. Hit songs like “Get
Lucky,” “Lose Yourself to Dance”
with Pharrell Williams, and “Instant
Crush” with Strokes frontman Julian
Casablancas lifted the duo to earn three
more Grammy Awards for their work.
Daft Punk even helped with songs
“I Feel it Coming” and “Starboy” by
The Weeknd. This pair of hits helped to
keep the band in the spotlight deep into
their careers. The influence that Daft

VIDEO SCREENSHOT BY GAEL FASHINGBAUER COOPER / CNET

Daft Punk came about when Bangalter and Homem-Christo’s band Darlin’ disbanded in the ’90s.

Punk has had on modern music and
pop culture in turn is immense due to
their inventive music style. The group’s
live shows supported their reputations
as musicians who consistently pushed
the boundaries of popular music, with
blazing light shows and a matching
futuristic space aura throughout
their performances. No electronic
music group had ever brought the
same energy and extravagance that
Daft Punk did to their live shows.
The release of their final YouTube

video “Epilogue” has actually left
some fans speculating whether or
not this announcement will set the
stage for a final comeback for the
band. The implications of this are
powerful, as Daft Punk have already
proven numerous times that their
talent and longevity as artists speaks
to how impressive their careers have
been. Daft Punk have already given
their fans an immense amount of joy
from their illustrious career, and a
comeback would be icing on the cake.

78th Golden Globes Celebrates Black Actors
While Chloé Zhao Makes History as Best Director
by Grace Whitman ’22
A&E Staff
FILM/TELEVISION
Tina Fey and Amy Poehler kicked off the 78th
Golden Globes from opposite coasts on Feb. 28.
The hosts used their opening monologue to bring
to light the lack of diversity in the Hollywood
Foreign Press Association, which picks the
nominees and winners for the award show.
“The HFPA is made up of around 90

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAT MARTIN / TIME

Chloé Zhao became the first woman of Asian descent, and
only the second woman in history, to win Best Director.

international—no Black—journalists who attend
movie junkets each year in search of a better life...
Inclusivity is important, and there are no Black
members of the Hollywood Foreign Press… you’ve
gotta change that. So here’s to changing it,” said Fey.
Several Black-led projects were overlooked for Best
Picture including Judas and the Black Messiah, Da 5
Bloods, One Night in Miami, and Ma Rainey’s Black
Bottom. Additionally, of the 10 films nominated for
Best Picture across musical or comedy and drama
categories, only Disney’s Hamilton contains a lead
cast predominantly composed of people of color.
Although the HFPA lacks Black voices internally,
they did push forward a diverse roster of winners.
Andra Day became the second-ever Black actress to
win the award for Best Actress in a Motion Picture
Drama for her performance in Hulu’s The United
States vs. Billie Holiday. In an emotional acceptance
speech, she thanked the “transformative, dynamic
Billie Holiday, who just transformed me with this
role and with her presence and with her spirit.”
Daniel Kaluuya, famously known for his work in
Get Out, won the Golden Globe for Best Performance
by an Actor in a Supporting Role in Any Motion Picture
for his captivating role in Judas and the Black Messiah.
John Boyega won the Golden Globe for Best
Performance by an Actor in a Television Supporting
Role for his role as Leroy Logan in Small Axe.
Additionally, the late Chadwick Boseman, who
passed away from colon cancer in Aug. 2020,
won Best Actor in a Motion Picture Drama for
his work in Netflix’s Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom.
Transitioning to the major categories, Disney’s
Soul took home the award for Best Animated Picture
and Best Original Score. The film is Pixar’s first to
feature a Black protagonist. Netflix’s Trial of the
Chicago Seven won Best Motion Picture Screenplay.
Only eight women have been nominated for Best
Director in the Golden Globes’ 78-year history, with
three of them nominated in 2021. This year, Chloé Zhao
became the first woman director of Asian descent to
win a Golden Globe for her movie Nomadland. Zhao
is the first female winner since 1984, when Barbara

Streisand secured an award for Yentl. Nomadland
tells the story of a 61-year-old woman named Fern
who travels through the American West during the
great recession. At its core, the film deals with the
universal struggle of finding what makes us happy.
This year’s Golden Globes brought to light the
deeply ingrained systemic inequalities in Hollywood.
Although several diverse stories and Black actors
and actresses won awards, the Golden Globes have
a responsibility to elevate diverse voices. The HFPA
needs to build on the momentum of the 78th Golden
Globes to continue recognizing and celebrating
Black voices in film. Other areas of entertainment
should follow suit by making this mission their own.

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID LEE / NETFLIX

Chadwick Boseman posthumously received the Golden Globe
for Best Actor in a Motion Picture Drama.
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Film Spotlight: Minari and Forget Me Not
The Smallest Are Sometimes the Most Resilient
by Sara Conway ’21
A&E Co-Editor
FILM
*Warning: this article mentions rape.
What
is
family?
Minari, directed by KoreanAmerican filmmaker Lee Isaac Chung
and released this past February, and
Forget Me Not, directed by KoreanDanish documentarian Sun Hee
Engelstoft and released in March
2019, seek their own answers to this
persistent question through their art.
Minari tells the story of a KoreanAmerican family who move to rural
Arkansas from California in the 1980s.
The father, played by Steven Yeun,
buys land in hopes of pursuing his
dream of farming American soil—
he is one step closer to reaching his
American dream. While the film is
playing in select theaters, A24, the
distribution company, began virtually
screening Minari earlier in February.
The Yi family battles with the rocky
transition, the intense isolation of
being in the countryside, the other
ups-and-downs of rural life, and the
introduction of their grandmother from
Korea (Yuh-Jung Youn). Throughout
the course of the film, they reach their
own understanding of family and how
they are all tied together in the end. As
stated on their official Twitter, Minari
is a “story about where we come
from, and where we choose to grow.”
Director and writer Lee Isaac Chung
drew from his own childhood to create
Minari, as his story is one that is similar
to the Yi family’s. As Yeun emphasized
in a question and answer session, the
actors do not have to “explain [their]
identity or culture as [their] only
defining qualities” with the narrative
Chung has brought to the big screen.
A slice-of-life narrative, Minari
captures a distinctly Korean-American
story, where the characters’ Korean
identities are never sacrificed. Indeed,
there are many sacrifices made,
such as the parents leaving their
children at home while they go to
work, but their culture is not a piece
of their lives that gets left behind.
Most of the film is in Korean
with English subtitles. However,
there sometimes is a casual blend of
languages, as Anne and David—the Yi
children—also speak fluent English, a
unique part of the Korean-American
experience. There are moments when
a question is asked in one language,
but the child, or parent, answers in
the other, or a word or two would
be sprinkled in the middle of a
conversation, but it flows easily back
to the other language. This mode of
communication articulated in the
script was clearly written by someone
who understands this cadence that
possesses no rhyme or reason but
what is spoken in the moment.
Furthermore, Jacob, the father, sets
out to plant Korean vegetables in his
newly acquired land. His singular
focus is working the “American”
land and succeeding in providing for
his family while creating something
of his own. Jacob is so intent on this
dream that he brushes aside the
grandmother’s decision to plant
minari—a vegetable that looks similar
to parsley—by the small river found on
their large piece of land. She brought
seeds from Korea with her, and soon
enough, her minari thrives, while
PHOTO COURTESY OF A24

her son-in-law’s farming endeavors
uproot challenge after challenge.
As is clear from the title, the film
centers around the theme of the
minari. If broken down literally in
Korean, “minari” translates to “water
vegetable,” a nod to where the plant
is grown. In the film, Halmeoni
scatters her seeds on the riverbank in
the woods, some significant distance
from the Yi’s house. It is here, off
of the beaten path, that the thin,
small, but tenacious plant flourishes.
David, the youngest Yi, is like
minari: he is present in a majority of
the scenes in the film, and viewers see
him as a mischievous, kind, and shy
kid with a heart murmur that makes
his family worry. He also is the one
family member who has never been to
Korea and has a different experience
navigating his “Americanness,” as
the United States is the only place he
has known. While smaller and maybe

weaker than others—particularly with
his heart murmur—David, like the
minari plant, finds a way to hold his
ground while beginning to understand
his, and his family’s, identity.
Similar to Minari, the March 2019
documentary Forget Me Not tells
a hidden story of family. Weaving
together English, Danish, and Korean,
Korean-Danish filmmaker Sun Hee
Engelstoft records life in a shelter
for unwed pregnant women located
on Jeju Island, South Korea. Called
Aesuhwon, the shelter is run by a
woman named Mrs. Im, who fights
for the mothers and their children to
stay together in a society that wants to
erase any indication of their situations
and their existences. Engelstoft and
her camera follow three women
as they struggle against familial
and societal pressures, navigate
pregnancy, and try to find an answer
to the impossible question: keep their

children or give them up for adoption?
Forget Me Not is a fitting title,
just like Minari is an apt name for
the aforementioned film. Engelstoft
connects the personal documentary to
her own history, as she is an adoptee,
and her mother stayed at the shelter she
records. With this undercurrent, and
the stories that the filmmaker reveals,
“forget me not” packs an emotional
punch, if not solely on the literal level.
However, the forget-me-not flower
also possesses associations with
remembrance, loyalty and faithfulness
despite separation, and represents
a connection through time. Despite
the mothers and their babies being
severed from one another, trauma is
endured on both sides, and a memory
persists despite the passing of time.
The women at Aesuhwon have been
ostracized from their own families, and
it had been deemed necessary that they
be hidden from society. Their families
give curious outsiders excuses as to
where their daughters have gone. In
addition, as the documentary shows,
most of the time it is the parents of
the women making the final decisions
about what to do with the babies.
Engelstoft documents the journey
of a woman she calls “B.” In the end,
the baby of B was registered under
the woman’s father’s name. While
the two would grow up together, B
could only acknowledge her child
as her sister; the small one was now
her father’s because others would
not question him having an affair but
would socially execute B if they knew
the full truth. Even in the house, she
cannot hold her baby. The parents
of B force an inexplicable distance
between their daughter and her child.
The most heart-wrenching moment
of the documentary was the conclusion
of a girl’s memory with her child at
Aesuhwon. The last story Engelstoft
shows is one of a 15- or 16-year-old
who got pregnant after being raped.
The girl gives her child to a local Jeju
Island pastor and his wife. Although
she is close enough to visit her baby,
uncertainty and hesitancy plagues her.
Even when the baby is nestled in the
arms of the pastor’s wife as they are
getting ready to leave Aesuhwon’s
grounds, the girl holds on for one more
moment. Her anguish is undeniable.
Engelstoft and her hand-held camera
trails behind the girl as she makes
her way back to her room, her sobs
reverberating throughout the empty
halls. Viewers watch as Engelstoft lays
her camera on the floor—no sounds
save the girl’s cries are heard—and
goes over to the corner where the
girl is huddled and hugs her. What
words can be uttered at this moment?
Forget Me Not carefully blurs out the
faces of the women and their children
to preserve their anonymity. However,
they are not blurs. Rather, Engelstoft
takes painstaking efforts to maintain
their humanity through the smoothed
out and indistinguishable features.They
are human beings behind those masks.
Both Minari and Forget Me Not
assert the resilience and the dignity
of the people they feature. Their
stories are told in the realest ways
possible—the good, the bad, the
ugly, the beautiful. No matter the
obstacles, no matter the amount
of times these people are knocked
down to their knees, they somehow
find it in themselves to stand up one
more time. And so they begin again.
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A “Marvelous” Series: WandaVision Premeries
Wanda’s Story Comes to Light in New Disney+ Show
by Madison Palmieri ’22
A&E Co-Editor
TELEVISION
First announced in April 2019,
Marvel fans have long waited for
the premiere of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe’s
first
original
series,
WandaVision. The show began filming
in November 2019 but was forced
to halt production in March 2020
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Filming resumed in September
2020, wrapped in November 2020,
and
premiered
exclusively
on
Disney+ on Friday, Jan. 15, 2021.
The streaming service initially
released two episodes of the series,

with a new installment premiering
every subsequent Friday, and the
final episode set to air in early
March. Whereas some critics have
accused Disney+ and Marvel of only
scheduling the series’s release in this
weekly manner in order to maximize
subscriptions to the streaming service,
many fans are appreciating the more
traditional episode release schedule
in the “binge-watch” era of television.
Regardless of the motive behind
this format, it nicely echoes the series’s
tribute to bygone eras of television.
In the wake of the events of 2019’s
Avengers: Endgame, Wanda Maximoff
(Elizabeth Olsen) and Vision (Paul
Bettany) find themselves seemingly
trapped in the idyllic town of Westview,
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Elizabeth Olsen and Paul Bettany star in WandaVision
WandaVision,, streaming now on Disney+.

NJ which, in turn, is seemingly trapped
in a world of sitcoms. They come to
understand the mysterious nature of
their situation as they interact with
the quirky characters who populate
the town and face challenges
related
to
their
superpowers.
Each episode pays homage to
a different era of television. For
instance, the sets and costumes of
episodes one and two represent
the 1950s and ’60s; those of episode
three contain nods to the 1970s; those
of episode five pay homage to the
1980s; and those of episodes six and
seven represent the 1990s and 2000s.
The series, however, also ventures
outside of Westview. The entirety of
episode four is devoted to the work
of the S.W.O.R.D. agents tasked with
investigating the anomaly to which
the town has been subjected. Marvel
Cinematic Universe characters such
as Jimmy Woo (Randall Park), Darcy
Lewis (Kat Dennings), and Monica
Rambeau (Teyonah Parris) feature
heavily in this installment and other
key moments throughout the series.
Such key moments, from surprise
guest stars to shocking character
reveals, have been much to the delight
of dedicated fans. Although the
series has yet to air in its entirety, it is
already a hit, not in the least because
it is the first piece of Marvel Cinematic
Universe content released since 2019.
Allison Kohne ’22 explains that “my
roommates and I watch WandaVision

together each weekend. It’s fun
because there’s so many twists, and we
think the show is going in one direction
before something new is introduced
and changes everything. I also think it’s
interesting how unique each episode
is. The different decades, at least so
far, change the tone of each episode.”
While there are only a couple
episodes left of WandaVision’s first
season for viewers to enjoy and no
confirmation as to whether the show
will be renewed, fans have much
more Marvel content to look forward
to in 2021, as WandaVision is only the
first of many original series set in
the Marvel Cinematic Universe set
to premiere on Disney+ this year.
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The show pays tribute to sitcoms from various
decades.

A Look Into Zach Synder’s Justice League
The Tumultuous History Leading Up to the New Release
by Dave Argento ’21
A&E Staff
FILM
Fans of the DC Comics cinematic universe
were likely thrilled to see the official trailer for
Zack Snyder ’s Justice League posted on Feb.
14. The storied title is set to be made available
to HBO Max subscribers on March 18 in a fourhour-long cut from the original director. After the
disappointing cinematic release in 2017, which
was marred by tumultuous production behind
the scenes, Snyder returns to show loyal fans of
the comic book franchise what could have been.
In what many deem a failure in Joss Whedon’s
theatrical cut of Justice League, DC enthusiasts
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A dramatic still from the new release features Superman.

have sought answers for what Snyder ’s project
would have been without the behind-the-scenes
drama that surrounded the original release.
Following Snyder ’s decision to step down
from his role in late May 2017, following the
unfortunate death of his daughter, many believed
the newly promoted Whedon would make only
tweaks considering producer Charles Roven’s
comment, “It was fortunate that Zack convinced
him, and he agreed to step in and finish the movie,
help Zack finish his vision, and we’re excited
about that.” The following months showed
the public, though, that this was not the case.
With various details leaked hinting at
difficulties behind the scenes including the film’s
composer being dropped, Snyder removing
Justice League imagery from his social media,
and evidence of extensive reshoots being done,
increasing apprehension about the quality of
the project became palpable. David Craig of
RadioTimes writes, “In late August, it was
officially confirmed that Whedon would be
credited as a writer on Justice League, which is
significant as it indicates he had penned more
than 33 percent of the film (according to Writers
Guild of America guidelines).” This news implied
an overhaul of Snyder ’s work and likely conflicts
between the contrasting visions for the project.
Despite Justice League managing to meet its
originally scheduled release date of Nov. 17,
2017, the poor critic and viewer response to
the film left box office earnings at $657 million
worldwide, just covering the film’s enormous
budget. Two years after the original release,
many of the disappointed cast members such
as Ben Affleck, Gal Gadot, and Ray Fisher
united behind Snyder to ride the momentum of
the rather aggressive online fan campaigns to
have Snyder ’s original vision be released to the
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The new release will feature popular DC heroes including the
iconic Superman, Batman, and Aquaman.

world. Finally, on May 20, 2020, Zack Snyder ’s
Justice League was announced for HBO Max
with a budget of $20-$30 million to remake the
theatrical cut that haunted Warner Brothers.
Although the new Justice League cut would
never have made it to the big screen with such
a lengthy runtime, the rather new practice of
releasing feature films to subscription services,
prompted by COVID-19 forcing most theaters
into closure, has liberated directors in some
sense to defy the conventional format. Snyder ’s
work on Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice
leads fans to believe he may have created a more
faithful follow-up than Whedon in respect to
the DC universe lore and quality of production.
DC fans now eagerly await the release of
Snyder ’s much lengthier cut to see if he can now
fulfill what so many had originally hoped for.
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The Revival of the “Free Britney” Movement
Framing Britney Spears Sparks Outrage for the Star
by Nikki Idelson ’22
A&E Staff
FILM
Pop icon Britney Spears has been
making headlines since the release of
the new documentary Framing Britney
Spears, made by the New York Times.
Released on Feb. 5, the documentary
gave viewers a glimpse into the
darker parts of Spears’ life that had
been hidden for years. The film
opens with Spears’ rise to stardom,
as well as her eventful downfall
due to her personal struggles.
Spears rose to fame at 16 when she
released her major hit, “...Baby One
More Time.” Her career took off
following this release. However,
as eventually came to light, her life
was not as glamorous as it appeared.
Following her first major hit, Spears
gradually became more provocative
in her music videos, receiving hate
and criticism in response. However,
this did not stop her from making
her claim to fame. Spears continued
to rise in popularity, but began to
suffer mentally due to a variety of
factors. One of the most prominent of
these factors was that she had several
paparazzi following her around on a
daily basis, which left her feeling as
though she had no freedom or privacy.

Another detriment to her mental
health was her relationship with
Justin Timberlake. From 1999 to
2002, they were considered the “it
couple.” However, in 2002, they
ended their relationship. This
breakup was difficult for Spears, who
had fallen in love with Timberlake.
Timberlake’s response to their
breakup also played a major part
in Spears’ personal struggles; when
asked if he had slept with Spears, he
responded, “Okay, I did it.” This led
to many talk show hosts using this
sound bite as content for their shows.
Spears was horrifically slut-shamed
within tabloid magazines due solely
to a claim that Timberlake had made.
Her marriage to Kevin Federline,
which ended in 2006, was another

challenging time for Spears as she
lost custody rights to the children
they had together. At this time,
she was abusing both alcohol and
other substances, which led her to,
according to Today, “voluntarily
check[ing] herself into an undisclosed
treatment facility.” Soon after, in 2008,
in order to gain more freedom in her
visitation rights to her children, she
agreed to enter into a conservatorship,
with her father being the main
executor of it. According to Glamour
Magazine, “Her father and an
attorney were granted a temporary—
then permanent (in October 2008)—
conservatorship over her assets,
estate,
and
business
affairs.”
Following her placement under the
conservatorship, a legal term defined

The documentary reveals Spears’ limited freedom as a result of conservatorship.
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as placing one’s financial affairs
under the management of a guardian,
Spears began to appear as though she
was doing much better, performing
in concerts all over the world.
However, in 2019, as fans
began to learn more about Spears’
conservatorship and how limiting it
was on her own personal freedom, a
movement started worldwide, known
as “Free Britney.” According to the
New York Times, “Now that she is 39,
a growing number of fans are agitating
on her behalf.” This fan aggravation
stemmed from the fact that this
conservatorship unjustly stripped
Spears of her autonomy, which is
why fans argue that it should be lifted
altogether. As Glamour Magazine
said, “As of November 4 that year
Britney filed an official motion to
permanently remove her father as
a co-conservator of her estate. Her
lawyer reportedly requested that
Bessemer Trust Company be the
sole conservator moving forward.”
Spears’ legal representative even
attested that “the singer has told him
‘on many occasions’ she’s afraid of
Jamie [Spears’ father] and doesn’t
want to perform professionally
while he’s in the current role.”
Spears’ request to remove her father
completely was denied in a court on
Nov. 10, 2020. Spears, as well as her
fans, are continuing to fight for her
freedom against this conservatorship.

A Master Painter Returns: Vincent Van Gogh
by Grace O’Connor ’22
A&E Staff
ART

Vincent Van Gogh’s paintings have been
centerpieces of the art world, capturing the eyes
of their audiences, for centuries. It has recently
been revealed that one of Van Gogh’s paintings
has been hidden in a private collection for over
100 years. This piece was captured by a French
collector in the 1920s and has never been seen
by the public since. Van Gogh painted “Scène de
rue à Montmartre” in 1887, a few years before his
death. According to CNN, this painting illustrates
“Parisians walking through a rural and sparse
landscape in Montmartre, a historic district which
today is one of the city’s most popular destinations.”
“Street scene in Montmartre” is going on public
display before it is expected to go on sale in Paris on
March 25 for 5 to 8 million euros. Claudia Mercier
and Fabien Mirabaud from the Parisian auction

house said, “The moment we set eyes on this
painting for the first time we were immediately
captivated. It is with great pleasure that we can
now present this to the world, after being treasured
by the same French family for a century.” This
treasure caught the eye of the public immediately
after it was put on display. The painting
provides a peek into 19th century Montmartre,
illustrating a hilltop that overlooks the capital.
Now, the painting bears little resemblance to
what this street actually looks like, but it realistically
portrayed a district that was popular among the
Parisians. This painting is part of a series known
as Moulin de la Galette, a focus for Van Gogh a few
years before his death. Aurelie Vandevoorde and
Etienne Hellman, directors of the impressionist
and modern art department at Sotheby’s France,
mentioned to CNN, “Very few paintings from Van
Gogh’s Montmartre Period remain in private hands,
with most of the series now held in prestigious
museum collections around the world.” This
discovery will forever be remembered in the art world.

After being in the same family for a century, “Street scene in Montmartre” is going to auction.
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The Artist’s “Street Scene in Montmartre” Unveiled

Van Gogh’s talent has lived on and is admired
around the world for its breathtaking beauty.
Van Gogh started painting in 1880 with no
formal experience. Struggling with mental illness
throughout his life, art acted as a form of therapy
for him. Van Gogh was inspired by impressionist
artists when he moved to Paris in 1886. One of
his biggest influences included Anton Mauve,
who introduced him to watercolors and oils. This
influence can be seen in one of van Gogh’s earliest
pieces, “Still Life With Cabbage and Clogs.”
He dedicated his life to painting, producing more
than 2,100 pieces. When Van Gogh was young, he
worked as an art dealer who often traveled. He
produced his first drawings at his parents’ home in
the Netherlands. Eventually, he took up residence
in The Hague, where he focused on his paintings
of landscapes. The days leading up to Van Gogh’s
death were some of his most productive. Van Gogh’s
paintings were recognized widely after his death and
they continue to be an inspiration to many today.
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Some Words on Distant Histories
by Sam Ward ’21
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

Patience, we feel,
These lies write for
Themselves. Pay homage
Or pay the price, we
Play for numbers,
Not for keeps,
Raise the bar.
This entry cost is steep.
Invaders in the pantry,
The enemy hangs wreaths
On your own front door.
Distracted, gaze fixated on
Screens. How can it be true?
At once so literal,
In a self-defined landscape,
Where beauty paces the meek,
Checks the balance on
Burdened precepts,
Like kite strings cut,
Sunny day. The rain
Doesn't care who they are
Or how they got there.
Emphasis on significant hours judged
Only by a thousand-year convention,
Trained into recognition,
No choice, even if
The absurdity of truth or
Superstition is in arm’s reach.
Expectations, this will be different,
Any time around the sun,
Another maze we have to run
And there’s no slowing down.
And of course we’re all lost.
Bad days frequent,
diseased brains seeking
Refuge in the rest.
Flourish if we’re nourished,
But the hand that feeds,
Craves our hunger,
Sustains on it, stained.
Ambivalence is the cost
Of finding peace, so to speak,
We settle for it.
If we bite, they’ll bite back.
Gaslit or seppuku,
Addicts on the coast who
Pander to middle.
Riding out on guerillas,
Or dragons, Adidas, winged victory.
Conquering collective’s riches,
They are not their own,
We are not our own.
Heathens on the bench
Scream, treason on their
Breath.
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Window
by Mariela Flores ‘23
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

My bed is placed right by a window.
My window brings in the cold air in December.
I wake up with a stuffy nose & a scratchy throat.
It’s as if I had been yelling the night before, maybe in my dreams.
Screaming to be let out from the confines too close to a window.
If I had some say, the window would keep the cold air out, and I would be warm.
The curtains made by the tired hands of my mother,
would grab the air by its windpipe and smother it gone.
I would know nothing of it; I would be in the bed, on the side of the window sleeping.
There is too much noise outside of my window.
Sirens from the police station a couple streets over,
a voice from the house next door yelling for “John” to come home.
I wish she’d give up calling, I don’t think he’ll ever come.
If I had some say my window would drown out the sounds until they were just a hum.
But my windows are paper & the sounds rip right through.
My window is next to my bed & birds sit outside the fire escape & sing.
I try to hold onto that sound, but I peek out behind the curtain and the birds go away.
One day, when I have a say.
My windows will keep me warm,
and the sounds won’t be too loud.
I will open my window slightly,
and the birds will sing their song.
They won’t leave,
they won’t go,
they’ll just sing.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PEXELS.COM

Writing Obsessions
by Anna Pomeroy ’23
Portfolio Staff

CREATIVE NON-FCITION

I’d dream to write of hopeless romance. You know, something that gives readers hope for love,
lust, and wonder. A piece that can appropriately inhabit a colorful and eye-catching visual of a
book cover, one that glistens in the glory of being put on display in the front of the bookstore.
I’d wish for my writing to be a safe place, where many can use it as a comfort read, a fairytale
ending. Yet, my mind can only wander to the dark, and eventually the unknown entity of death.
I’m not sure why I am always fixated on death and the reality of the world we live in. In some
sort, I could argue I fear death, understandably. But writing about it is not going to give me any
answers. If anything, I’ll just fall deeper and deeper into the endless spiral of the black hole called
overthinking. Yet, writing isn’t always motivated by a craving for answers, but merely curiosity.
While I could follow suit of my poetry and view my writing in the negative aspect of swaying
away from any “nice” reads, my writing may also manipulate my narrative in the bold aspect,
courageous. Perhaps when I put pen to paper, I choose to unlock a deeper crevice of my brain,
one that sometimes people keep shelved away in the basement, and use reading as an escape
from life’s troubles. I’m a bold writer. I want to remind people of those thoughts we hope to never
discover, to exist in a state of blissful ignorance. And while these truly undesirable thoughts
visualized in my poetry may actually bring readers a sense of comfort, I still am the “enemy.”
When I go to write, I never lead with the goal of pleasing my readers, but of helping myself
visualize my thoughts. I guess it’s kind of selfish. Although my poetry may take a shot into the
dark, in hopes of catching the adoration of others, it will always be the book cover collecting dust
on the bookshelves in the back of the bookstore, and I am oddly okay with that.
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Trigger Warning: This poem includes
references to restrictive eating and
body image

Silent Pain
by Grace O'Connor ’22
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

She was used to her bones jutting out,
Her ribs, hip bones, elbows.
She was used to her clothes never fitting her,
As they would fall off her scrawny frame.
Her face was pale and her eyes held pain.
She desperately wanted a bite of solid food,
Except, she could not swallow it.
The worry around her was tangible,
She endured this worry with silent pain.
Wanting to be able to eat a bowl of pasta,
Without the feeling of her throat closing,
Slowly, unable to open like it was super-glued shut,
Not letting air get past.
She was constantly told how skinny she was.
She would force a smile as she felt the dull knife stab her chest,
Once again.
Little did they know she envied them,
Envied their ability to eat without feeling like they can’t
breathe.
But, she hated their oblivion,
Oblivion to her struggle.

PHOTO COURESTY OF PIXABAY.COM

Earthquake
by Toni Rendon ’23
Portfolio Staff
POETRY

Heartbreaks are like Earthquakes
They rattle your bones, like the way the world shakes
You duck for cover, but there’s no escape
You’re afraid that this will be the last day
The home you built is rocked at the foundations
Cracks appear on the walls in different places
We’re all scared, you can see it on our faces
We don’t know what started this
So, we’ll remain blameless
You lose control as the tectonics shift
Leaving your heart with gaps in it
There’s a distance now, it keeps growing
You had one chance to close it
You blew that, so it kept going
The flaws you tried to hide
Are showing through the cracks on your skin
Your imperfections exposed
Like bricks under the cracking plaster
The ceiling is falling now
Run faster
You drop to your knees as the world around you breaks
The ripple through your body makes you quiver and shake
This heartbreak makes you wonder
Am I gonna die today?
PHOTOS COURTESY OF PIXABAY.COM
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Following Mother's Path
by Taylor Rogers ’24
Portfolio Staff
PROSE POETRY

Wind playfully sways my fragile body, jokingly pushing me towards an unseeable path.
I refuse to acknowledge this pull, but I find myself unable to turn around.
Here is the place I feel the most serene, the most calm, since I know my demons can crawl into
my bed at night.
But, they cannot climb up mountains.
Here, mother nature embraces me, her servants diligently marking my fated trail.
She provides me food, the small berries my sole fuel for conquering this peak.
The birds sing around me, their soothing voices reminding me that if I fall, they will alert
mother.
I am a child, exploring her uncharted territory, and she wishes for me to do this safely.
Below my feet, the rocks shift, deciding to make my path slightly easier to trek, and I thank
them as the terrain changes faster than I can blink.
Rushing water lazily falls to the left of me, the calming noise reassuring me that waking up at
an ungodly hour was worth it.
No map guides me, as mother assures me that this is the right path, small leaves acting as her
eccentric form of bread crumbs.
A nervous sun sneaks a brief peek at me before disappearing, afraid to ruin the surprise
waiting for me at the summit.
Smiling, I decide to increase my pace, not wanting to keep mother waiting.
The animals around me cheer, as the trees step aside, letting me conquer this next challenge.
My tired body begins to ache, but I ignore this pain, as I know mother won’t appreciate me
stopping during my hike.
“They’re here! Finally!”
A voice excitedly yells, motivating me to climb the last hill of this uncharted territory.
My two feet find a plateau and I look up, seeing the sun hand-in-hand with the hyperactive
clouds.
“Welcome home, my sweet child.”
Mother calls out to me, reaching a calloused hand out to me.
With a smile on my face, I take her hand and leap from the mountain, joining my family in
their state of bliss.

Listomania*

Making PC an emotionally stable
place one letter at a time
Dear Tiff & Earl,
Meatless Fridays have
begun. Any suggestions
on how I can smuggle in
and/or find some meat
on campus?
Sincerely,
Carnivore
Dear Carnivore,
I believe I have to defer
your question to Arby’s,
because they are quite
confident that they have
the meats.
Juicily,

Tiff
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Places to eat at PC when the dining hall is closed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tiffany &
Earl

Koi pond (with some sushi)
The one chair outside of your professor’s office
Your car
Outside of Ray with the sweet aroma of garbage
Cowl office (if you’re lucky)
Friar Development Center
Testing center (before taking a swab)
The tunnels
The priory
The center of the torch
Around the fire pits (during snowfall)
Coach Cooley’s office
Your dorm’s laundry room
The labyrinth at Hunt-Cav
Your roommate’s bed
The dirt

*Listomania and Tiffany & Earl are both satirical pieces that do not reflect the views of Providence College or The Cowl.

Dear Carnivore,
Smuggling is the
way to go. I have
decided to compile a
comprehensive list of
the best meat-based
items on the Big Tony's
menu for you. Number
one: the Donnie Brasco.
A McDermott favorite,
this wrap will be sure
to cure your Fridayat-2 a.m. cravings.
Number two: the Lucky
Luciano. Another meatfilled delight, make
sure to order it right
behind the library for
maximum enjoyment.
Number three: the
meatball calzone. A
Tony's classic, this meal
is as comforting as the
Morning Mail. Enjoy!
Meatily,

Earl

February
2010
March 4,18,
2021
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Sports
Sports
Shorts
by Joseph Quirk ’21
Sports Staff
SPORT SHORTS
Men’s Soccer:
The Providence College Men’s
Soccer Team opened Big East
play on Feb. 27 at the University
of Connecticut. The Friars beat
the Huskies 2-0. Paulo Lima ’22
opened the scoring in the 13th
minute, converting a penalty kick.
In the 61st minute, the Friars would
ice the game on Gevork Diarbian’s
’24 second career goal. The shutout
win was the second of goalkeeper
Rimi Olatunji’s ’22 career.
Women’s Indoor Track:
On Feb. 25, the Providence
College Women’s Indoor Track
Team traveled to the University of
Rhode Island to take on the Rams
and Northeastern University. The
meet was a resounding success
for the Friars. Abbey Wheeler
’20GS dominated the 3,000-meter
with a time of 9:17.17. Tessa
Hunt ’23 secured victory in the
mile, while Alex O’Neill ’23
never relinquished her lead in
the 800-meter. Additionally, PC’s
distance medley relay team also
beat out their competition, capping
off a phenomenal performance by
the Friars.
Men’s Basketball:
The Providence College Men’s
Basketball Team got a muchneeded win on Feb. 24 at home
versus Xavier University. The
Friars 83-68 rout improved their
record to 12-11 overall and 8-9 in
conference play. Noah Horchler
’21RS had a breakout game with
20 points (7-14 from the field, 3-5
from three) with nine rebounds
and two blocks. The Friars also
had fantastic production from all
their big scorers including David
Duke ’22 and A.J. Reeves ’22.
Men’s Ice Hockey:
The Providence College Men’s
Ice Hockey Team started their
weekend pair of games with a
win on Feb. 27 at Northeastern
University and ended it on Feb. 28
with a tie in Providence. The Friars
exited the weekend with a record
of 10-7-5. On Feb. 27, the Friars
defeated the Huskies 4-2, and were
led by goalie Jaxson Stauber ’23,
who had 11 saves. Northeastern
scored with a minute left in play,
making it a 3-2 game, but the game
was iced on an open net goal by
Matt Koopman ’22.
On Feb. 28, the teams headed
to Friartown, where the Friars tied
but dropped the shootout. Patrick
Moynihan ’23 and Chase Yoder
’24 would each notch a goal and
an assist, while Greg Printz ’21
would record a goal of his own
that would tie the game 3-3 just
over three minutes in the third
period. Neither team could end it
in overtime play, as the game went
to a shootout that the Huskies won
2-0.
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Coach Kelly, Friars Always Competing
Friars Defeat BU 4-3, Move on to Semis

Women’s Hockey
Continued from front page

Kelly’s determined game plan paid off
from the very start. PC began the season
on a seven-game winning streak, starting
6-0-1 during that stretch. Kelly attributed
much of the team’s success during those
first seven games to an excellent power
play and exceptional goaltending. Kelly
emphasized, “Whenever you can chip
in a special team’s goal and then you’re
able to get two or three more five on five
[goals], you’re putting yourself in a good
[position] to win the game.”
He added, “We were getting great
goaltending too. Great goaltending can
take you a long way, especially early
in the season.” Kelly explained that
goaltending is especially important early
in the season when other areas of the
team’s game are still developing, and that
a few extra saves can be the difference
maker. Both an effective power play and
great goaltending definitely gave PC a
boost during the opening stretch of the
season, and the team has continued to
build off of that.
Sometimes, teams rely on one or two
key players to propel them throughout
the season and lead the team to victory.
However, when asked if there was any
one player on the team who has exceeded
expectations this season, Kelly could not
point to one specific player. “I would
say everyone on our team [has exceeded
expectations] from last year to this year.
Their game has developed and grown.”
Elaborating on this point, Kelly said,
“We talk a lot in our program about
having a beginner’s mindset. Get better
every day [and] learn something new
every day.” Kelly concluded his response
to this question by emphasizing how
impressed he is by his players. “Each
year that I’ve come back and started a
season, I’m surprised by everyone.” He
continued, “It’s fun to see as a coach that
we have a group of [players] that are very
dedicated to improving their craft and
always getting better.”
While Kelly stressed that every single
player on the team has done a great
job of working hard and improving
every day, he highlighted one player in
particular that has truly been a catalyst
for the team’s success this season. “To
compete at a high level, to win a Hockey
East Championship, to win a National
Championship, you need an elite goalie,
and I feel like she [Sandra Arbstreiter ’21]
has been playing very elite this year and
we’re very impressed with how she’s
come along over the last two years.”
Arbstreiter’s statistics certainly prove
that she has performed at an elite level
this season. Through 17 regular-season
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Sandra Arbstreiter ’21 has continued to perform between the pipes every time the Friars step
onto the ice this season.

games, Arbstreiter has recorded 424 saves
and boasts an impressive save percentage
of 92.8 percent. PC has won 10 of those
17 games and Arbstreiter’s excellent
goaltending has been a major reason for
PC’s success.
The Friars finished the regular season
with a record of 10-6-1, good enough to
rank No. 10 in the country and also earn a
No. 3 seed in the Hockey East Tournament.
As a No. 3 seed, PC was matched up
against No. 6 seed Boston University in
the Hockey East Quarterfinals.
This matchup between PC and BU
marked the first time the two teams
would meet this season. When asked
what his team would need to focus on
to be victorious over BU, Kelly spoke
highly of the visiting Terriers. “They’re a
really good team. They’ve got really good
goaltending and they have a very highend forward in Jesse Compher. I know
Brian Durocher, the coach, very well…
and he always has his team prepared and
ready to go, so we [need] to make sure
we’re ready to go too.”
In addition to preparing to combat
BU’s strengths, Kelly discussed the
importance of focusing on his own team’s
strengths, as well. “Defense is huge,” he
emphasized. “You want to limit their
opportunities and chances. [Our defense]
has been good all year but [we want to]
keep tightening that up and working on
that.”
Along with focusing on the team’s
strong defense, Kelly explained the
importance of staying competitive during
the final stretch of the season when teams
begin to get fatigued. He explained that
everything comes down to, “Are you
willing to outcompete your opponent
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Defender Brooke Becker ’24 has been the star newcomer for the Friars this season. The
freshman is second on the team in points, tallying three goals and 11 assists.

every shift, every puck battle, every
period, every minute of the game?” He
concluded, “If you’re willing to do that,
more times than not, you’re going to
come out on top.”
When asked what his biggest
takeaway from the regular season was,
Kelly expressed how proud he is of his
team for what they have accomplished
and how they have adjusted. He
continued, “They’ve been incredible at
doing all the right stuff to get us to this
point… Some teams out there don’t have
this luxury to be playing this weekend in
the playoffs. I’m just super proud of them
and all they’ve done and overcome this
year to get to this point.” Kelly certainly
has a great deal to be proud of with his
team. Not only have they exceeded and
outperformed expectations on a daily
basis, but they have also done everything
in their power to beat adversity in an
unprecedented season.
With all of this, PC entered their Hockey
East Quarterfinal matchup on Feb. 28
ready to play. PC took the lead over BU
at Schneider Arena just two minutes into
the first period thanks to a wrist shot goal
by Brooke Becker ’24. PC did not slow
down from there, as Caroline Peterson ’22
notched the second goal for the Friars just
over two minutes later. Then, on a power
play in the second period, Hayley Lunny
’21 scored PC’s third goal of the contest.
Entering the game, BU had killed off
a remarkable 97.1 percent of opponent
power plays, making Lunny’s goal all
the more impressive. The Terriers scored
the following goal in the second period,
but Peterson answered with her second
goal of the game to extend PC’s lead to
4-1 heading into the third period. BU
attempted a comeback, scoring two goals
in the third period to cut the score to 4-3.
However, BU’s valiant effort proved to be
too little too late, as the Friars secured the
victory by a final score of 4-3.
The impressive win earned PC a spot
in the Hockey East Semifinals, where
they will take on the University of Maine.
PC will look to continue to build on its
already impressive season by making a
deep postseason run, as they are now just
one game away from the finals. Doing so
will mark a great success for a team that
has exceeded expectations all year, just as
coach Kelly emphasized.
This article was printed prior to the
semifinal game against UMaine. You can visit
Friars.com for full results.
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Who Will Win the Big East Tournament?
Providence College Investigates: College Basketball
Creighton University Bluejays
After three straight Big East titles,
Villanova University will likely be the
favorites once again to be conference
champions. If any team is going to end
the Wildcats’ reign, it is going to be coach
Greg McDermott’s Creighton University
Bluejays. Outside the Wildcats, Creighton
has the best combination of versatility
and experience to make a deep run in the
tournament.
The Bluejays are one of the most
complete teams in the conference. The
team has five players averaging over
10 points per game, led by Marcus
Zegarowski, who is averaging 14.9
points a game. Center Christian Bishop
leads the entire Big East in field goal
percentage, shooting 70 percent.
Creighton’s team defense has played
a huge factor in their success. Teams are
shooting less than 40 percent against
them as well as averaging 68.4 points
per game. With all five starters standing
between six-feet-two-inches and sixfeet-seven-inches, the Bluejays rarely get
caught in a mismatch. Where they lack in
size they make up for in athleticism.
While they only average three blocks
per game, Creighton is second in the
Big East in steals, with 7.3 per game.
The team does have one shot blocker in
seven-foot center Ryan Kalkbrenner who
can come off the bench when the team
needs to protect the paint.
The Bluejays are one of the few teams
that match up well against the Wildcats.
In their first meeting of the season,
Creighton won 86-70 with 25 points from

Zegarowski. The team was hot from the
three-point line, knocking down 46.2
percent of their shots. It was Villanova’s
biggest loss of the season.
With five losses in the Big East,
Creighton is far from a perfect team.
They split their season series with
Providence College thanks to center Nate
Watson ’21 dominating the paint and a
bad day behind the arc. While anything
can happen in the tournament, what
works in the favor of the Bluejays is they
have an experienced team that is used to
playing under pressure.
All of Creighton’s starters are juniors
or seniors with experience playing
in the Big East Tournament. With the
cancelation of last year’s tournament,
teams with freshmen and sophomores
could be prone to mistakes when the
game is on the line.
Even if they are not making shots,
Creighton is one of the more disciplined
teams in the conference. With the third
best turnover margin, the Bluejays know
how to protect the ball as well as create
opportunities for themselves.
Everyone will be aiming to take down
Villanova and end their reign as champs.
Creighton is in second place for a reason.
They can match up with the Wildcats
better than anyone else and cover up
their own flaws. After three straight
titles, Villanova’s run will end thanks to
the Bluejays.
-Jack Belanger ’21
Sports Co-Edior

Villanova University Wildcats
Villanova University has won the
Big East Men’s Basketball Tournament
four times in the last six years. This
year, once again, the Wildcats will win
the Big East tournament.
Currently one of the best teams in the
country, as they sit at the top of the Big
East standings, the Wildcats’ offensive
firepower is going to carry them to a
title. First things first: all of Villanova’s
starting five is averaging double-digit
figures. That five includes the reliable
Collin Gillespie, alongside Jeremiah
Robinson-Earl, Justin Moore, Jermaine
Samuels, and Caleb Daniels. Any
player in the group has the firepower
to take over a game, and that will be
crucial come tournament time.
Gillespie, a battle-tested senior, has
done it all in his time at Villanova and
will be a major reason why the Wildcats
will come away with another Big East
title. This season, Gillespie is averaging
14.4 points, 4.7 assists, and 3.3 rebounds.
A part of the 2018 Villanova National
Championship
team,
Gillespie’s
leadership will continue to be infinitely
valuable to the team when they enter
Madison Square Garden in March.
Sophomore
Robinson-Earl
has
continued to show all year why he was
ranked as an elite prospect coming
out of high school. He is the Wildcats’
leading scorer this season with 15.5
points per game to go along with 7.9
rebounds. His season high this year was
a 28-point game against Arizona State,
but he has proven to have the ability to

put up consistent numbers every game.
Another sophomore, Moore, has
also provided solid scoring for the
Wildcats. Averaging 12.8 points and 4.4
rebounds, Moore is a two-way guard
who has continued to improve his
game since arriving at Villanova.
Samuels and Daniels finish out one
of the most complete starting fives in
college basketball. Samuels, the 6-foot7-inch senior, has shown his capability
all year long. Averaging 11.1 points per
game and 6.3 rebounds, Samuels can
put up big numbers, especially after his
32-point performance in early February
against Georgetown University. Daniels
adds another 10.6 points per game for
the Wildcats, rounding out the starting
five.
The Wildcats do not have a deep
roster of guys coming off the bench,
but the capable play of players such as
Cole Swider and Brandon Slater will be
beneficial come tournament time.
Let us not forget about how great of a
coach Jay Wright is, too. In his 20th year
as the head coach of Villanova, Wright
has won the Big East tournament
four times, has been to the Final Four
three times, and has won a National
Championship twice. There is no
question he will have his guys ready to
play in the tournament, no matter who
they come up against.
-Liam Tormey ’22
Asst. Sports Editor

Lake Tahoe: Hockey in the Great Outdoors
by Ryan Carius ’21
Sports Staff
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
On Feb. 20, the NHL returned to its roots: hockey
on an outdoor stage. That stage was Lake Tahoe, the
United States’ largest alpine lake, in close proximity
to the Sierra Nevada mountain range. The event was
a two-day matchup featuring two top opponents
in the MassMutual East Division and two cup
contenders in the Honda West Division.
The first game of the two matches, on Bridgestone
NHL Outdoors Saturday, occurred on Feb. 20 and
featured the Las Vegas Golden Knights and the
Colorado Avalanche. The Vegas Golden Knights
started the season red hot and continued to maintain
a top spot in the West Division leading up to puckdrop, but faced a very talented Avalanche team that
was only a few games behind the Golden Knights
for first place.
The anticipation for this game ensured an exciting
first period filled with breathtaking views. Upon
completion of the first period, though, the NHL
called for a delay to protect players and referees
from the hazardous condition of the ice, as the
heat made it difficult to maintain a smooth surface.
Several holes appeared throughout the rink, causing
multiple players to trip and fall.
The NHL decided to delay the game until
midnight, giving the players about an eight-hour
break between the first and second periods. Once
the game restarted, the teams arguably played in
the greatest outdoor setting and on ideal conditions.
The true masterpiece of a setting was a dream for
hockey players and fans alike. Ultimately, the
Avalanche were victorious, but it was a close game
that showcased the talent of both teams and some of
the most highly skilled players in the NHL.
The next matchup, on Honda NHL Outdoors
Sunday, was also pushed back to a later time in
the day to ensure that the NHL could repair the ice
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The Colorado Avalanche and Las Vegas Golden Knights battle in a close contest on Feb. 20 (above). Behind them, Lake Tahoe
and the Sierra Nevadas dominate the landscape, in addition to a few lucky onlookers watching from their boats.

and avoid the conditions experienced the previous
day. The Boston Bruins and Philadelphia Flyers
both wore their retro jerseys to honor this distinct
opportunity. David Pastrnak started off red-hot,
scoring within the first minute, demonstrating why
the Boston Bruins offense is a force to be reckoned
with.
Even against a formidable Flyer defense and a
young star goaltender in Carter Hart, the Bruins
offense was too much to handle. As the game carried
on, Philadelphia seemed to unravel and the Bruins
were able to net an additional six goals, dominating
the Flyers 7-3. Although this second game was not
as close as the previous matchup, the conditions of
the ice were at least not problematic.
Over the previous years, the NHL has been
able to push the limits of where ice hockey can be
played. This year, the NHL certainly gave the fans

an experience like no other. Although this game was
unfortunately not able to allow fan attendance, some
spectators were lucky enough to watch from Lake
Tahoe on their own boats. Even so, the aesthetic
between the ice, Lake Tahoe, and the Sierra Nevada
background created an unconventional yet amazing
viewing experience for the fans watching from their
couches at home.
Despite the delays, the two games were
successful, and the NHL can certainly learn from the
weather conditions of this experiment with outdoor
hockey. One can be optimistic that once hockey
returns to normal, the NHL will increase the number
of outdoor games at various locations. These Lake
Tahoe games displayed that the NHL has evolved
past just one annual outdoor game, the Winter
Classic, to a league featuring multiple matchups at
breathtaking locations.
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A Look
Around
Friartown
Men’s Basketball:
3/3 at St. John’s University, loss 81-67

Upcoming:
3/6 vs. Villanova University

Women’s Basketball:
2/27 vs. DePaul University, loss 75-49

Upcoming:
3/5 vs. Butler University
(Big East Tournament 1st Round)

Men’s Ice Hockey:
2/28 vs. Northeastern University, tie 3-3

Upcoming:
3/5 at University of Connecticut

Women’s Ice Hockey:
3/3 vs. Maine University, N/A
(Hockey East Semi-Finals)

Upcoming:
3/6 TBD: Hockey East Finals

Men’s Soccer:
3/3 at University of Connecticut, win 1-0 (2OT)

Upcoming:
3/6 vs. Georgetown University

Women’s Soccer:
2/21 vs. Bryant University, win 4-0

Upcoming:
3/4 vs. University of Connecticut

Men’s Lacrosse:

SPORTS
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Adapt or Lose: PC Softball Returns
by Leo Hainline ’22
Sports Staff
WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
Few programs in Friartown have experienced a
turnaround these past few years like the Providence
College Softball Team. Coach Jill Karwoski took over in
2018 and led the Friars to their best record since 2005 in
her first season as head coach. Like many other sports,
PC’s softball season was cut short last spring. The team
is now eager to make the most of the opportunity that
the COVID-19 pandemic took away from them last
season in order to further establish themselves as a
competitive force in the Big East.
The pandemic has forced the program to adjust
to many new challenges. “There have been a lot
of adaptations and adjustments in the past several
months as you could imagine—from the coaching
staff perspective, I think it was important to be open
and transparent with everything,” said Karwoski. “We
did our best to keep the lines of communication open
throughout the pandemic from the moment where our
season got shut down last spring to even today.”
Given the ever-changing and unpredictable nature
of this season, the players have taken initiative and
have created a motto that will guide the team through
the season: adapt or lose. “I think it really sets a tone
that we’re getting mentally and physically prepared for
anything and everything this season,” stated Karwoski.
“I think it’ll come in handy.”
The Friars have four seniors on their roster and one
graduate student, Crista San Antonio ’20GS, who took
advantage of the NCAA’s decision to grant graduating
student-athletes the option to take an extra year of
eligibility. “We love having veterans come back that are
seasoned and experienced, and she brings that to the
table.”
PC also added Sarah Gunderson ’20GS to the roster,
a pitcher who played her previous four years at the
University of Rhode Island. She will add depth to a
veteran rotation that includes Julia Murphy ’21 and
Olivia Sprofera ’21, alongside ace Daniela Alvarez ’22. In
total, the Friars have six pitchers in their rotation, which
Coach Karwoski believes can give them an advantage
over some of their competition. “Defensively we have
six pitchers on staff, which is really unique this year,
so we can be creative and strategic with our pitching
rotations,” she said. “We want to be focused on keeping
our opposition’s score under two runs a game.”
Jessica Tomoso ’22 and Skie Villani ’22 hold the
highest batting averages out of all returning players
from last season. The offense should also be helped
by University of Virginia transfer Madi Traver ’22. A
main point of emphasis this season for the Friars will
be executing with runners in scoring position, and these
three players will look to lead by example.
PC softball opens their season on March 5 with a
double-header against Boston University and another
double-header against the Terriers on March 7. The Friars
have been able to complete a successful run of practices
leading up to the game, a tough thing to do on a campus
mid-pandemic. Nevertheless, Karwoski is pleased with
how the build-up to the season has been: “Right now
we’ve been successful—we’ve had consecutive days of
practice outside or in the gym where we haven’t had
any pauses or shutdowns because of any outbreaks…
we are just going to have to evaluate each day and what
success looks like in the moment.”
Usually, the first half of the Friars’ season is filled
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Ace pitcher Daniela Alvarez ’22 (middle) and head coach Jill
Karwoski (right) chat on the mound.

with out-of-conference matchups and warm-weather
tournaments in places like Texas, California, and Florida.
This season will be much different, as the upcoming
games against BU are the team’s only non-conference
series. “It’s definitely going to be a challenge, and we’re
not looking at it necessarily as a disadvantage, but it is
a change,” said Karwoski. “A lot of the time we play
a third of our season before we see conference games
and this year, we’re going to play four games, weather
pending…we’re going to have to be able to adapt and
take advantage of each inning as they unfold next
weekend.”
The solid run of successful practices will hopefully
make up for the lack of non-conference games. “We’re
trying to simulate as much competition as we can in
practice to make up for those lost games,” admitted
Karwoski. “But it’s up to us to ultimately be physically
and mentally prepared regardless of whether we have
the quantity of games as we did in years past.”
Qualifying and succeeding in the Big East tournament
are always the program’s biggest goals, and the Friars
will look to get off to a hot start as they will dive quickly
into conference play this season. Only the top four
teams in the conference make the Big East tournament,
and this year, each team, from the top to the bottom of
the conference, will have a chance to make a run in an
unusual season.
The Friars will open Big East play on the weekend
of March 13 against Creighton University at home,
and then will travel to Chicago, IL to face the 2019 Big
East Champion, DePaul University. The Blue Demons
knocked the Friars out in the semifinals of the Big East
tournament in their last matchup, and PC would love to
get revenge against the top-ranked team in the Big East
Preseason Coaches’ Poll.
No matter what happens, Karwoski and the Friars
are just relieved to almost be back in season again. And
with a talented group of veteran players, PC is ready to
make some noise.

3/3 vs. Fairfield University, win 18-17

Upcoming:
3/7 vs. Villanova University

Women’s Field Hockey:
2/28 at University of Connecticut, loss 4-0

Upcoming:
3/5 at Quinnipiac University
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The Friars get their season underway with their first two games at home on March 7 against Boston University. They will begin
Big East play against Creighton University on March 12.

